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ABSTRACT: Despite intensive research efforts in the synthesis of binary
colloidal crystals, the production of well ordered binary colloidal crystal films
over large areas continues to be synthetically challenging. In this paper, we
investigate the phase behavior of binary mixtures of L-arginine-stabilized 36
and 22 nm silica nanoparticles deposited as centimeter-scale thin films onto a
vertical substrate via evaporative assembly. By adjusting the temperature and
relative colloid composition under high humidity conditions, we controlled
the order of the resultant colloidal crystal films. The domain size of the AB2
binary crystalline phase increased with an excess of small (B) particles and a
very slow evaporation rate below 45 °C, with the best results obtained at 30°
and 35 °C.

■ INTRODUCTION

First noted in natural Brazilian opals by Sanders in 1980, binary
colloidal crystals are ordered structures derived from the
coassembly of two different particles that differ by either size,
charge, and/or composition.1,2 In the pursuit of shrinking
periodic dimensions, there is an ongoing interest in binary
colloidal crystals made from nanoparticles, the structural
diversity of which enables several applications.3,4 For instance,
in the race to produce complete photonic bandgap materials,
binary colloidal crystals were found to have potentially wider
bandgaps than single-size colloid crystals.5 Binary colloidal
crystals are also a platform for sensing applications, templates
for novel inverse structures, superhydrophobic surfaces, exotic
crystal growth (quasicrystals, rare superstructures), and surface
plasmon-enhanced properties.5−14

Multiple successful approaches have been reported for
assembling colloidal crystals, such as horizontal evapora-
tion,15,16 electric field,17,18 layer-by-layer assembly,19 vertical
evaporative deposition (with and without substrate with-
drawal),11,20,21 spin-coating,22 floating monolayers,23 and
template/pattern assistance.24−27 Vertical evaporation is the
slowest method, but it is simple, is scalable, and produces high
quality colloidal crystals when the evaporation rate is slow
relative to the crystal nucleation rate. In vertical evaporative
assembly, colloids flow to the air/solvent interface via the
evaporative flux. Capillary forces pull the nanoparticles together
in the forming interfacial layer, followed by transfer to substrate
as evaporation progresses in the final drying step.28,29

Optimal unary and binary colloidal deposition conditions
vary necessarily according to solvent and colloid size/ratio
composition.30−35 A systematic study of conditions for each
system is necessary for reproducibility and for a better

understanding of binary colloidal assembly. Intensive efforts
have gone into binary crystal phase modeling, microparticle
assembly, and bulk growth,36−44 but the field of binary
nanoparticle film deposition is still in the early stages of
development. Colloidal crystal film growth, in contrast to bulk
growth, yields a supported material for device applications or
physical property measurements that utilize the support.
Crystal growth deposition as a thin film can also provide
epitaxial control over growth through templating or layer-by-
layer assembly.19 Large-scale depositions of crystalline films
from 10s of nanometer size particles present additional
challenges relative to the heavily studied assembly of micron-
sized spheres due to synthetic limitations, higher polydispersity,
and shape anisotropy. Therefore, there is an ongoing need to
better understand binary nanocrystal deposition in order to
bridge the material size gap between atomic and microscale
periodicity.
In this work, we performed vertical evaporative deposition of

centimeter-scale binary silica nanoparticle films onto stationary
silicon wafers. Using a high humidity chamber (customized
vacuum oven in Figure 1), films of varying number ratios of
35.7 ± 2.0 nm and 22.4 ± 1.7 nm diameter silica spheres were
deposited in the temperature range 30−55 °C to determine the
optimal conditions for growing the largest binary crystalline
domains across a sample. At this size ratio (small/large) of
0.627 ± 0.059, the most stable binary crystalline phases,
according to previous hard sphere packing calculations, are AB2
(most thermodynamically favorable) and AB13.

34 We used
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amino acid-stabilized silica nanoparticles in the 10s of
nanometer size regime. Amino acid-catalyzed silica synthesis,
as initially described by Yokoi and Davis,45,46 yields spherical,
monodisperse silica nanoparticles that readily crystallize upon
evaporation.47

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Silica colloid synthesis. Silica nanoparticles of 31−36 nm and

20−22 nm diameters were prepared by following the Hartlen
method.48 In brief, 22.4 ± 1.7 nm diameter particles were prepared
by gently stirring a mixture of 0.52 mmol L-arginine (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥
98%) and 3.8 mol nanopure water below a floating layer of 0.042 mol
cyclohexane (anhydrous, 99.5%) and 0.025 mol tetraethyl orthosilicate
(Sigma-Aldrich, 98%). This biphasic mixture was reacted for 20 h at 60
°C. The reaction yielded the 22 nm seed silica particles, which had
formed and remained suspended in the higher density aqueous-
arginine phase. The reaction flask was cooled to room temperature and
then the aqueous seed phase was collected by pipet, separating it from
the immiscible floating cyclohexane-unreacted TEOS phase. 35.7 ± 2.0
nm nanoparticles were prepared by mixing 20 mL of the freshly
prepared seed-arginine solution with 4.0 mol nanopure water and with
a floating layer of 0.031 mol tetraethyl orthosilicate and 0.093 mol
cyclohexane. This was further reacted for 30 h at 60 °C. Adjustments
in reaction time by 3−4 h less yielded the slightly smaller 20 and 31
nm colloids.
Preparation of colloidal suspensions. All colloidal suspensions

were used without further purification and diluted with nanopure
water (Barnstead, 18.2 MΩ cm) prior to film deposition. For binary
colloids, each size colloidal suspension was diluted 7.5 times with
water prior to mixing. This gave a volume fraction of 5.3 × 10−4 for
35.7 ± 2.0 nm and 7.2 × 10−4 for 22.4 ± 1.7 nm silica spheres at this
dilution prior to mixing. A density of 2.04 g/cm3 was used for silica
number density calculations.52 At this dilution, the 22 nm colloidal
solution had a pH of 9.39 ± 0.01 and the 36 nm solution had a pH of
8.39 ± 0.02. Binary colloidal suspensions were prepared by thoroughly
mixing smaller and larger silica nanoparticles by volume to achieve the
desired number ratios. Number densities of each particle size were
determined by measuring the dry mass from a known volume of
colloidal suspension. Number densities are slightly underestimated due
to the L-arginine content of the colloids.
The dilution factor is important to film quality, and the optimum

value was determined through trial and error under laboratory
conditions. Vertical deposition naturally sets up a concentration
gradient as evaporation progresses and colloidal particles are driven to
the solid−liquid meniscus. A higher colloid concentration results in
thicker films early on that crack and delaminate once the film reaches a
critical thickness of about 1.5 μm. More dilute suspensions result in
incomplete coverage and extended sub- and monolayer regions at the
leading edge of the film. At the optimized concentration, the useful
film area was 1.0 cm × 1.0−1.5 cm long before the film became too
thick and delaminated at the end.
Film deposition. Colloidal crystal films were assembled using

static vertical evaporation. Dry silicon substrates were slanted
approximately 30° from the vertical direction in open plastic

cylindrical vials. Each vial was filled with a colloidal suspension and
then placed in a humidity- and temperature-controlled vacuum oven
chamber (Figure 1). The temperature was controlled and calibrated
with an Athena PID temperature process controller and a
thermocouple affixed inside the oven. In-oven temperature and
humidity were monitored with a Lascar USB temperature and
humidity data logger. Based on literature and preliminary experiments,
we found that the best colloidal crystal films were deposited in high
(≥75%) humidity.49,50 Low humidity depositions resulted in thick,
cracked, and delaminated films. High humidity produced smooth, large
area films (Figure 2). We controlled humidity to within 80−85% by

placing a crystallizing dish filled with saturated aqueous NaCl in the
deposition chamber.51 The evaporation rate varied from 5.9 ± 0.5 ×
10−6 mm/s at 30 °C to 2.6 ± 0.3 × 10−5 mm/s at 55 °C. Temperature
was controlled within 0.5 °C.

Colloidal suspensions were then allowed to evaporate undisturbed
for 1−6 weeks, depending on the evaporation temperature/rate.
Disturbing the deposition chamber, for example opening the oven
door briefly to check the progress of film deposition, caused an
immediate drop in humidity and disruption of crystal growth that was
visible to the naked eye as a change in the film interference color
(Figure 3).

Substrate preparation. P-type ⟨100⟩ silicon wafers (1−10 Ω-cm
with native oxide layer present, obtained from University Wafer) were
cleaved into approximately 2.5 cm × 1.0 cm rectangular size. The
wafers were immersed in freshly prepared piranha solution (3:1
concentrated sulfuric acid and 30% v/v hydrogen peroxide) for 30 min
to clean the surface and to render the wafers sufficiently hydrophilic.
[Caution: piranha solution is dangerous and reacts violently with
organic substances!] The cleaned wafers were rinsed copiously with
nanopure water and stored in nanopure water until immediately before
use.

Characterization. Colloidal particles were sized and films imaged
by scanning electron microscopy using a Zeiss SIGMA VP-FESEM. At
least 100 particle diameters were measured for each particle size
distribution. We imaged all films without using metal coatings.

Figure 1. Vertical evaporative assembly experimental setup.

Figure 2. (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a 30 nm
colloidal crystal deposited in low (5%) humidity at 40 °C. (b) Same
colloid deposited in high 80% humidity at 40 °C.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Binary colloidal crystal phase map. Figures 4 and 5

summarize the colloidal crystal film phases observed under the
conditions tested. A table and additional phase plots
summarizing the results are in the Supporting Information
(Table S1 and Figure S1). The diagram in Figure 5 is color-
coded according to the phases observed; the relative amounts

of each phase are reflected in the proportion of colors in each
circle. Some phases were present in amounts too small to be
represented this way; therefore we refer to Table S1 of the
Supporting Information for more detail. Phases in the map
were determined from an average of 30 or more 5 μm2 areas
sampled via SEM observations in the leading ∼1.5 cm of the
film since the film thickens to the point of cracking/
delaminating beyond this point. The relative amounts of
phases were reported based on the area occupied by each phase
in the sampled 5 μm2 areas. Areas were sampled by rastering
horizontally across the film and imaging 3−5 regions, followed

Figure 3. (a) Humidity and temperature reading for the first 9.5 days
of film deposition. Spikes in humidity were due to briefly opening the
deposition chamber. (b) Photograph of the resulting film showing the
visible disruptions in growth at intervals corresponding to humidity
drops. Part D is the thick, delaminating bottom portion of the film.

Figure 4. (a) fcc (111) exposed face of 36 nm phase at 50 °C and Ns/NL = 0.5, (b) fcc 36 nm phase with exposed (100) face at 30 °C and Ns/NL =
0.5, (c) fcc 22 nm phase (with (111) exposed plane top surface) at 30 °C and Ns/NL = 3.9, (d) disordered packing of A and B at 35 °C and Ns/NL =
1.1, (e) large AB2 domain (>16 μm2) from 30 °C and Ns/NL = 11.0, (f) small AB2 domains surrounded by the fcc 22 nm phase from 45 °C and Ns/
NL = 7.7. Note: light surface cracking in images is due to the electron beam during imaging. Bottom row images a′ through f′ are FFT patterns of
images a though f, respectively.

Figure 5. Phase mapping for AB2 binary mixtures of 36 nm (A) and 22
nm (B) silica nanoparticles; Ns/NL = particle number density ratio of
small-sized particles to larger-sized particles. Colors in circles reflect
the relative populations of the corresponding phases.
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by shifting down the sample incrementally and repeating. The
concentration gradient that evolves during deposition has a
small effect on the phases observed. Crystalline domains tend
to extend to larger regions after the film begins to deposit along
the growth direction. Phase behavior along the growth
direction depends on the relative amounts of each phase and
the domain sizes. Coexisting phases tend to be present
throughout the films in either alternating banded regions
along the length of the sample, or they may mix in a patchwork
fashion (especially common with smaller domain sizes). Phases
existing in small patches or in rare isolated regions appear as
very low (<5%) percentages in Table S1.
Additionally, samples were dissected and imaged via cross-

sectional SEM to verify that the same phases were present
throughout the film. Most often, the phases seen at the surface
persisted through the cross-section down to the substrate.
Occasionally, the phases observed on the surface alternated in
layers in the interior of the film. Additional images of cross
sections are provided in the Supporting Information (See
Figure S3). Fast Fourier transform (FFT) images were
provided for all images in Figure 4 to demonstrate presence
of long-range order or disorder. Additional comparison
between the FFT of a drawn AB2 diagram and experiment
are compared in Figure S3 of the Supporting Information.
At the left edge of the diagram in Figure 5, at Ns/NL = 0.5

and 1.1, the fcc 36 nm phase dominated with variable amounts
of disordered binary regions (Figure 4a). For Ns/NL = 0.5 at 30
and 35 °C, a significant portion of the fcc 36 nm phase
preferentially oriented with the (100) plane on the top surface
(Figure 4b). Larger Ns/NL ratios starting at 5.5 and above
(Figure 4c) yield larger amounts of the 22 nm close packed
phase because this size is increasingly in excess. Unary films
typically orient with the low energy hexagonal (111) face
exposed. In films with majority unary phases, the minority
particle population of the other size is usually present as
dispersed point defects; but they can also segregate into
isolated unary phase islands or line the grain boundary
perimeters of the majority particle phase.
Deposition at 55 °C resulted in mostly disordered binary

mixtures (Figure 4d) between Ns/NL = 2.3 and 11.0, which is
likely due to faster evaporation relative to crystal growth at this
higher temperature. At 55 °C, disordered packings were also
common at lower Ns/NL where there was a higher
concentration of 36 nm particles but still enough 22 nm
particles to compete with fcc 36 nm crystallization. Regions of
AB2 packing were found in most films between Ns/NL = 1.8
and 11.0 at growth temperatures below 55 °C. AB2 regions
ranged from large domains spanning 10s of microns (Figure
4e) to much smaller island type domains surrounded by a
perimeter of unary phase or disordered mixture (Figure 4f).
We expected to find the AB2 phase predominantly near a

stoichiometric 2:1 ratio of particles in the deposition mixture,
i.e., near Ns/NL = 2.0; however, films enriched in the largest
domains/coverage of AB2 occurred at Ns/NL = 3.9 and 5.9 for
growth temperatures between 30 and 50 °C. Deposition at 30
°C produced the largest domains (>15 μm2) and significant
AB2 coverage at Ns/NL = 7.7 and 11.0 (Figure 6).
At higher temperatures in the higher Ns/NL region of Figure

5, the 22 nm fcc phase increases in coverage in the films prior
to widespread disordering at the highest temperatures. This
shift from larger AB2 domains to fcc 22 nm at higher
temperature suggests faster growth of the fcc phase relative to
the AB2 phase. The observation of larger crystalline domains at

lower deposition temperature aligns with expectations that the
complicated binary lattice grows under conditions of low
supersaturation, i.e., when nucleation of new crystal grains is
slow. Higher temperature depositions yielded smaller, poly-
crystalline domains more often until binary order was no longer
observed at 55 °C by SEM.
The particle size ratio of 0.627 is at the edge of stability for

two binary phases, AB13 and AB2. Based on packing
considerations alone, AB2 should be the more thermodynami-
cally favorable structure, as it is the closest packed binary phase,
followed closely by AB13.

34,52,53 Despite their closeness in
energy, AB2 was the only binary crystalline phase observed in
these two sphere sizes. The stability of AB13 and AB2 lattices in
the ∼0.6 size ratio regime has been intensively studied because
the most thermodynamically favorable binary structure has not
always been the experimentally observed product, even under
near-equilibrium growth conditions. In some cases AB13 has
been observed instead of AB2, or a fluid type phase
predominated. It has been postulated that crystallization
kinetics play a significant role in phase selection.52−56 At the
nearby size ratios of 0.61 and 0.625 (within our size ratio error)
under constant volume conditions, Bartlett and Eldridge
experimentally and by simulation observed a suppression of
the AB2 phase, which appeared to grow more slowly than AB13.

Figure 6. (a) Top view SEM of AB2 lattice and (b) cross section. 30
°C Ns/NL = 11.0; inset shows repeat pattern which zig-zags in and out
of plane. This appears to face the (111) plane at an angle, but the
material fractures in such a way that multiple layers are exposed.
Microcracks on the top surface in part a reflect damage that occurs
under the electron beam.
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At size ratio of 0.625, equilibrium phase diagrams predicted
only AB13 as the crystalline binary phase.53,56 However, our
slow vertical evaporation conditions allowed AB2 to crystallize
readily over a range of particle number fractions. It is possible
that AB13 might occur with an even greater excess of 22 nm
silica spheres since our experiments were carried out below the
13:1 stoichiometry; but at values of Ns/NL above 4.0 we
observe increasing amounts of the fcc 22 nm phase.
Size ratio and particle volume fractions determine the

thermodynamically stable phases for a colloidal mixture, but the
method of colloidal crystallization can have a striking effect on
the experimental results. Vertical evaporation, unlike constant
volume crystallization, involves the flux of particles from a
dilute suspension to an interface where they condense and
rearrange before depositing as a solid onto the substrate.
Capillary forces and electrokinetic effects may alter the ratio of
sphere sizes in the meniscus, where the particle concentration
becomes high enough for crystal nucleation and growth. Some
additional chemical effects may contribute to nucleation of a
particular crystal phase. We have found (details will be reported
elsewhere) that arginine-capped silica particles do not pack as
hard spheres but can actually change their shape somewhat in
colloidal crystals in order to maximize crystal density. Silica
spheres can also form bridges between neighboring surfaces
upon dehydration (see Figure S4 in the Supporting
Information), which may promote the nucleation of certain
crystal phases. Adjusting the ionic strength by additions of
sodium chloride to the depositing solution had small to severe
effects on long-range ordering (see Figure S5 in the Supporting
Information) but did not lead to the crystallization of binary
phases other than AB2.
Deposition of single-size colloid films. In order to

better understand the colloid depletion effects that accompany
evaporation/deposition on the phase behavior in binary
mixtures, we systematically studied the deposition of two
different sized silica particles (30.8 ± 2.3 nm and 20.3 ± 1.6
nm) into their respective unary films. We looked at the two
sizes separately in order to deconvolute the size-dependent
deposition rates from the complicated behavior of the binary
mixture. Data points were obtained at the same volume
concentration of each size, meaning that the solution number
density was always higher by a factor of (30.8/20.3)3 = 3.49 for
the smaller particles. Film thickness measurements were
obtained by cross-sectional SEM at the center of the film and
5.0 mm from the leading edge. Samples were cross-sectioned
twice 90° apart in order to account for local thickness variations
in the x and y directions about the points of interest. Since the
meniscus shape is affected by the deposition angle and the film
thickness increases as growth proceeds, all solutions were
deposited on the same size/angled (approximately 30 degrees
from the normal) substrate with the same starting solution
height.
Figure 7 plots film thickness as a function of colloid

concentration at 45 °C, and Table 1 compares the number ratio
in the solution with the layer number ratio of small vs large
particles deposited in the films. The layer number ratio was
determined from the measured film thicknesses and known
particle diameters. As anticipated from ref 20, the film thickness
increases with initial bulk particle concentration in a linear
fashion. The lines in Figure 7 extrapolate to within ∼1−1.5
particle diameters of the origin. The deviations from the origin
likely come from errors accrued in the thickness measurement
and local film thickness variations. The 20 nm films were

thicker than those grown from 31 nm particles because their
solutions have a higher number density by a consistent factor of
3.49. The slopes of the lines indicate that over the range of
particle concentrations studied, the number ratio of small to
large particles (Ns/NL) was lower in the deposited unary films
than in the bulk solution. This is consistent with the
observation that solution Ns/NL ratios are higher than those
in the binary colloidal crystal films that are grown from them.
This trend is shown in Figure 5, where the optimum NS/NL
ratio for obtaining the AB2 phase is significantly higher than 2.0.

Size segregation in binary colloid films. The vertically
evaporated films showed weak size segregation at the leading
edge. Growth of the bulk film is preceded by a submonolayer
“island” region, which is formed in the meniscus that rises up
the hydrophilic substrate. These islands are large isolated
collections of particles in round or band shapes surrounded by
bare substrate, which always consist of an ordered band of small
nanoparticles surrounding a region rich in larger nanoparticles
(Figure 8a). The monolayer of small particles rapidly
progresses to a multilayer containing both large and small
particles (Figure 8b). The initial film always leads with a band
of small particles pressing on a band rich in larger particles.
These bands may alternate a few times; but consistently with
the small size phase pressing on the larger sizes.
Yamaki et al. and Fortini et al. modeled and experimentally

studied the size segregation phenomenon of drying binary
colloidal suspensions on horizontal substrates. They explained
their observations in terms of convection/capillary forces and
the osmotic pressure gradient. They found that size segregation
occurred most readily in lower concentration dispersions, with
slow evaporation, and with larger size differences between
particles. In all cases, the smaller particles press upon a phase
enriched in larger particles.57,58 This was most apparent in our

Figure 7. Film thickness vs %particle volume in solution for unary
films derived from 20.3 and 30.8 nm diameter silica particles.

Table 1. Solution/Film Number Density Comparison from
Film Thickness Measurements 5 mm from the Leading Edge

Particle
volume %

Nsmall/Nlarge in
solution

Nsmall/Nlarge in
film

(NS,film/NL,film)/
(NS,soln/NL,soln)

0.021 3.49 2.81 0.81
0.032 3.49 2.27 0.65
0.043 3.49 2.30 0.66
0.064 3.49 2.48 0.71
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system around the perimeters and submonolayer islands in the
“pre-film” phase. The smaller difference between the particle
sizes in our films makes stratification less effective, but it still
occurs. This phenomenon demonstrates yet another complicat-
ing factor that could alter the ratio of large and small particles in
binary crystal films grown by evaporative assembly.
Application to other binary films. Binary films with

different size ratios can also be grown from L-arginine capped
silica nanoparticles. It is relevant to note that in these other
cases, the realm of stability for binary phases has expanded or
shifted just beyond that reported in the literature under
different deposition conditions. At size ratio 0.469, AB13 should
not be thermodynamically stable.34,53 However, using vertical
evaporation, AB13 coexists with fcc regions of the smaller (B)
particles (Figure 9). The reason for the deviation from hard
sphere packing model predictions is not clear, but it could be
due to factors noted above such as interparticle bridging and
localized particle deformations in tightly packed arrangements.
At larger size differences with Ns/NL = 0.319, we encountered
conditions under which several phases were formed (Figure
10), including unidentified superlattices as well as AB-, AB2-,
and AB6-types. Figure 10b shows a pervasive, unidentified
superlattice consisting of pentagonal arrangements of small
spheres, but it lacks the icosahedral large-sphere ordering
characteristic of the cubic AB13 phase.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Binary silica colloidal crystals with a size ratio of 0.627 were
assembled over a range of temperatures and number fractions
in order to optimize AB2 crystal film growth over a centimeter-

scale substrate. The best deposition conditions were found to
be at 30 and 35 °C and at small/large sphere number ratios in
excess of 3.0. The formation of the AB2 phase under these
conditions is consistent with the different growth rates of pure
A and B films, which showed faster deposition of larger spheres.
The crystal phases obtained were different from those
previously reported from constant volume growth experiments
and from closest packing theoretical considerations. The
concentrating effect of evaporation-induced assembly, as well
as kinetic effects from capillary forces, osmotic, and electro-
kinetic forces, and nanoparticle surface chemistry may
contribute to the observed phase behavior. In crystallization
via slow vertical evaporation, L-arginine capped silica colloids
formed primarily phase-separated fcc and AB2 phases at size
ratios where AB13 should also be energetically favorable based
on packing considerations alone. Additionally, vertical evapo-
ration has the potential to draw out some exotic (and probably
metastable) phases that to the best of our knowledge are so far
unknown.
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Figure 8. (a) Start of a film front leading with small particles and (b)
an “island” perimeter. The drying front moves toward the bottom in
both images. 36 and 22 nm particles, ratio Ns/NL = 11.0.

Figure 9. AB13 lattice grown from 41.6 ± 2.8 and 19.5 ± 1.6 nm L-
arginine capped silica spheres.

Figure 10. Ratio 0.319, 122.1 ± 3.0 nm, and 38.9 ± 2.5 nm: (a) AB-
type; (b) Unknown; (c) AB6-type; (d) AB2.
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